Replace harley starter

Instead, you hear an awful grinding noise or your engine just clicks. If you experience this, your
Harley needs a new starter. There are a lot of mechanisms in the starter that forces your bike to
power on. Before replacing your Harley starter, you need specific materials. The mechanisms of
the starter are very specific, so make sure you look at exact parts and sizes. It just needs some
reassembling or even some cleaning. Are you unsure of what to look for? Your Harley manual
will inform you of what to look for. He will tell you if you need a new one or if he can fix it. The
starter is a compact electric motor. It pushes your Harley V-Twin over, so the engine turns on.
This is a very complex mechanism. It contains electrical windings, gears, and a solenoid.
Replacing the starter was more complex with that mechanism. The one-piece starter is easier to
replace. This post only covers replacing this particular model. Follow these steps to properly
remove the starter. Once you do it, check the starter for faults or just give it a good cleaning.
Use your 10mm wrench. On top of the Harley starter, there should be a rubber boot. Lift off the
rubber boot. This exposes the positive battery cable and the nut. First, remove the part that
covers the engine oil filler. Cover the hole with a clean cloth. From here, you check the starter.
Read the owner manual so you know what issues to look for. If the starter looks fine, give it a
good cleaning. Add a drop of blue Loctite to the starter mounting bolt threads. Insert the bolts
into the starter. Slip the battery positive cables over the stud. Install the nut. Torque the nut to
inch-pounds. Replace the rubber boot over the cable stud and nut. Engage in the recess on the
starter. Clip the start wire into the socket on the solenoid. Attach it to the battery. Tighten the
bolt to inch-pounds. If you had to remove the ECM and cover, reattach them. Reinstall your seat.
Always remove the negative black cable first. If you remove the positive cable first, there could
be sparks or a short circuit. This could cause a potentially serious injury. To further protect
yourself from sparks, keep the negative battery cable away from the battery post. Or, your
Harley ran fine and then stopped running again. Pull the starter off, using the first half of the
instructions listed previously. Take the starter to a Harley technician. They will inform you if
they can repair the starter or if you need a new one. Having a repair done is pretty cheap and
easy. Buying a new one can be expensive, especially if the new starter has to be shipped from
overseas. It may be helpful to take your whole bike in. If you have a truck or know someone who
does, lay the bike in the truck bed and transport it to the technician. There could be an issue
when you initially took the starter out. Removing and reinstalling the starter seems like tedious
work. But Harley manufacturers made this process easier for your convenience. Harley
understands you want to dedicate more time to riding your bike rather than fixing it. Follow
these instructions when a starter repair is necessary, and get back to enjoying your ride. For
Harley and other motorcycle manuals, visit our resources! Skip to content. Read this guide and
replace your Harley starter. Expert Auto Repair Tip: Take it from someone who knows Having
the online repair manual is a life-saver when it comes to DIY auto repair and maintenance.
Whether you are working on a Ford , BMW , Dodge , or something more exotic; we probably
have the manual you need. Click here to cancel reply. My Electra starts easy when cold, but
takes three or four times and sometimes a puff of smoke comes from the carb. Your issue may
be in your tuning. Check for an intake leak. I have a question. I have a I thought I had a bad
starter so I pulled my primary cover and bumped the starter. Turns out that my starter was fine.
But when I hit the start button the starter gear engages the finger gear but the ring gear just
spins freely. Without turning the engine. What is wrong here? Please help. Remember me. Lost
your password? Privacy Policy. LOG IN. Search for:. Become A Member. Here is a common
repair that is frequent in every Harley Davidson service department. Starter ring gear
replacement. This is the large gear that is on the outer edge of the clutch basket. When the start
button is depressed, the starter shaft shoots out and spins while engaging with this large ring
gear. Under normal operating conditions, a starter ring gear will last for many years or
thousands of start ups. However, it is very common for riders to install cheap, weaker batteries
or utilize a quality battery beyond its life time. When a weaker battery is used, it puts a lot of
strain on the starting system of a Harley. This not only diminishes the life of the starter and the
starter clutch, but it also allows for poor starter shaft to ring gear engagement. This poor
engagement eventually wears away the surface area on the teeth of the gears. Teeth can even
break off of the gears. Another reason a starter ring gear will fail prematurely is when a failing
starter clutch is not addressed. Again, this condition makes for a poor engagement with the
starter ring gear. If you hear a grinding sound when trying to start your Harley, you will need to
remove your outer primary cover and inspect your starter ring gear. There are a options when it
comes to this repair. If the repair is to be addressed with OEM parts, a new clutch basket
assembly will need to be purchased from HD. The ring gear is not sold separately. In fact, it is
held onto the aluminum basket with large, bold, rivets. Rivera Primo and Compufire sell
excellent kits for this repair. The kits include the small starter shaft gear and the large starter
ring gear. The factory rivets are drilled and punched out. Then, the holes are drilled a little bit

larger for the new retaining hardware. The new ring gear can then be bolted, securely onto the
OEM Harley clutch basket. The kits typically have gears with less teeth larger teeth allowing for
more surface contact for an even better, more definitive engagement over stock. Facebook
Instagram Youtube Twitter. A common case houses the starter and starter solenoid, which
prevents the replacement of the starter or the solenoid independent of each other. When
energized, the solenoid connects the starter to battery voltage and simultaneously extends the
starter shaft, or jackshaft, into the primary drive chaincase. The pinion gear on the end of the
jackshaft engages the ring gear around the circumference of the clutch shell, which rotates the
engine through the primary drive components. Remove the terminal bolt from the negative
battery terminal with a 10 mm wrench. Position the battery negative cable where it cannot
contact the negative battery terminal. Place a catch pan under the primary chaincase drain plug.
Remove the drain plug and drain plug O-ring with a wrench. Allow the primary chaincase
lubricant to drain. Loosen the left side running board mounting bolts with an Allen driver and
ratchet and pull the running board off of the frame. Loosen the rear cylinder exhaust pipe
retainer nuts and remove them from the studs with a ratchet and socket. Remove the nut from
the T-bolt at the rear of the pipe with a wrench. Pull the exhaust pipe off the engine and lay it
aside. Remove the old exhaust crush gasket from the exhaust port in the rear cylinder with a
dental pick. Loosen the shifter pinch bolt on the shift lever with an Allen driver and ratchet. Pull
the shift lever and spacer off the shift shaft. Loosen and remove the primary chaincase screws
with an Allen driver and ratchet. Pull the primary chaincase cover from the engine and lay it
aside. Pry open the lock tab holding the jackshaft bolt with a flat screwdriver. Grab the pinion
gear with a clean shop rag to prevent it from rotating. Loosen the jackshaft bolt with a wrench
and pull the bolt and the lock washer out of the jackshaft. Remove the bolts from the chrome
end-cover with a wrench. Pull the bolts and end-cover from the starter. Loosen the starter
mounting bolts with an Allen driver and ratchet. Lift the starter assembly from the engine.
Remove the starter terminal nut with a wrench and pull the starter solenoid wires from the
terminal stud. Pull the starter through the right side of the vehicle. Install the solenoid wires,
washer and nut onto the starter terminal stud and tighten securely with a wrench. Pull the
jackshaft coupling off the starter and place the end of the coupling with the counterbore in it
onto the jackshaft. Install the starter assembly through the right side of the motorcycle. Guide
the jackshaft coupling onto the starter shaft and install the starter mounting bolts. Torque the
starter mounting bolts to 13 to 20 foot-pounds with a foot-pound torque wrench and socket.
Hold the pinion gear to prevent it from turning and install the jackshaft bolt and lock washer.
Align the locator tab on the lock washer with the hole in the jackshaft. Torque the jackshaft bolt
to 7 to 9 foot-pounds with a foot-pound torque wrench and socket. Bend the lock washer tab
back into position with a pair of pliers. Ensure that the lock washer tab closely fits the closest
flat on the jackshaft bolt. Remove the old primary chaincase gasket with a gasket scraper.
Install the new primary chaincase cover gasket onto the vehicle using the locating studs as a
guide. Hold the primary chaincase cover in position and install the chaincase screws by hand.
Torque the primary chaincase cover screws to 9 to 10 foot-pounds with a foot-pound torque
wrench and socket. Remove the clutch inspection cover with a ratchet and Allen driver. Add
chaincase lubricant until the fluid level is even with the bottom of the clutch inspection hole
with the bike parked on level ground and held upright by a helper. Wipe any residual oil from the
clutch inspection cover and O-ring. Install the cover, O-ring and the inspection cover screws on
the primary chaincase. Tighten the clutch inspection cover screws securely with a ratchet and
Allen driver. Install the shift lever and spacer onto the shift shaft. Tighten the pinch bolt
securely with a ratchet and Allen driver. Install the footboard and mounting bolts onto the
frame. Tighten the mounting bolts securely with a ratchet and Allen driver. Insert a new exhaust
crush gasket into the exhaust port in the rear cylinder. Position the exhaust pipe and slide the
exhaust pipe flange onto the studs. Install and tighten the exhaust nuts to 12 foot-pounds with a
foot-pound torque wrench and socket. Do not over torque and distort the flange. Install and
securely tighten the T-bolt nut into the rubber isolation mount near the end of the pipe. Install
the negative battery cable onto the negative battery terminal. Install and tighten the battery
terminal bolt with a 10 mm wrench. Step 1 Remove the terminal bolt from the negative battery
terminal with a 10 mm wrench. Step 2 Place a catch pan under the primary chaincase drain plug.
Step 3 Loosen the left side running board mounting bolts with an Allen driver and ratchet and
pull the running board off of the frame. Step 4 Loosen the rear cylinder exhaust pipe retainer
nuts and remove them from the studs with a ratchet and socket. Step 5 Loosen the shifter pinch
bolt on the shift lever with an Allen driver and ratchet. Step 6 Loosen and remove the primary
chaincase screws with an Allen driver and ratchet. Step 7 Pry open the lock tab holding the
jackshaft bolt with a flat screwdriver. Step 8 Remove the bolts from the chrome end-cover with a
wrench. Step 9 Loosen the starter mounting bolts with an Allen driver and ratchet. Step 10

Install the solenoid wires, washer and nut onto the starter terminal stud and tighten securely
with a wrench. Step 11 Pull the jackshaft coupling off the starter and place the end of the
coupling with the counterbore in it onto the jackshaft. Step 12 Install the starter assembly
through the right side of the motorcycle. Step 13 Hold the pinion gear to prevent it from turning
and install the jackshaft bolt and lock washer. Step 14 Remove the old primary chaincase
gasket with a gasket scraper. Step 15 Remove the clutch inspection cover with a ratchet and
Allen driver. Step 16 Install the shift lever and spacer onto the shift shaft. Step 17 Insert a new
exhaust crush gasket into the exhaust port in the rear cylinder. Wash the bike to remove all
traces of oil, even skin oil, from the chrome exhaust pipes before starting the engine. Failure to
do so will lead to cosmetic damage and 'bluing' of the chrome pipes. Wash your hands
thoroughly after contact with petroleum lubricants. Dispose of used oil at an approved
hazardous-waste facility. If your Harley-Davidson Road King starter is problematic and has
failed to pass the starter draw test, you must remove it, inspect it for faults, clean it and then
reassemble it. Check the Harley owner's manual for inspection instructions and to find out
whether you can repair the starter or need to buy a new one. If you have performed Harley
repairs in the past and have the right tools, you can likely accomplish the removal and
installation yourself. Remove the negative battery cable from the battery terminal before
beginning any other work. Locate the starter front mounting screw on the right side of the Road
King, and remove it with a Phillips screwdriver. Remove the starter rear mounting screw and
washer. Locate the Keps nut, and remove it from the stud of the bracket tab with a socket
wrench. Pull on the rubber boot for access to the hex nut. Remove the main power cable ring
terminals and the positive battery cable. Locate the oil filler cap, at the top of the transmission
case on the right side of the motorcycle, and rotate it counterclockwise to remove it. Place a
clean rag on top of the fill spout to keep out dirt and debris. Slide the starter carefully from the
motorcycle through the space between the rear exhaust header pipe and the side cover. Do not
lose the two ring dowels installed in the primary chain case flange; you must install them for the
next step. Lightly oil the O-ring on the starter and bore of the primary chain case using chain
case lubricant. Slide the starter carefully in through the space between the rear exhaust header
pipe and the side cover. Move the starter into its installed position, with the starter solenoid
connector at the front. Locate the slot on the exhaust support bracket, and install it onto the
stud of the bracket tab. Align the holes with the holes in the starter flange. Begin rotating the
Keps nut on the stud. Install the starter front mounting screw and washer while engaging the
hole in the exhaust support bracket. Install the starter rear mounting screw. Reinstall the battery
positive cable ring terminal onto the battery post. Install and tighten the hex nut. Jill Davis
started writing professionally in She has had articles published in "Yogi Times" and "Orange
Pealings" magazines. Step 1 Remove the negative battery cable from the battery terminal before
beginning any other work. Step 2 Locate the starter front mounting screw on the right side of
the Road King, and remove it with a Phillips screwdriver. Step 3 Locate the Keps nut, and
remove it from the stud of the bracket tab with a socket wrench. Step 4 Remove the exhaust
support bracket. Step 5 Pull on the rubber boot for access to the hex nu
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t. Step 7 Locate the oil filler cap, at the top of the transmission case on the right side of the
motorcycle, and rotate it counterclockwise to remove it. Step 1 Lightly oil the O-ring on the
starter and bore of the primary chain case using chain case lubricant. Step 2 Slide the starter
carefully in through the space between the rear exhaust header pipe and the side cover. Step 4
Locate the slot on the exhaust support bracket, and install it onto the stud of the bracket tab.
Step 5 Install the starter front mounting screw and washer while engaging the hole in the
exhaust support bracket. Step 6 Tighten the starter front and rear mounting screws. Step 7
Tighten the Keps nut on the stud of the bracket tab. Step 8 Reinstall the battery positive cable
ring terminal onto the battery post. Step 9 Pull on the rubber boot to cover the terminal
connections. Step 10 Reinstall the starter solenoid connector at the front of the starter. Reinstall
the negative battery cable to the battery terminal.

